
Review
Cleveland Orchestra opening night at Severance Hall
with Fabio Luisi and Hélène Grimaud (September 19)
by Daniel Hathaway

In a break with tradition, The Cleve-

month of its new season to guest 
conductors. Presiding over opening 
night on Thursday, September 19, 
was Fabio Luisi, who took some 
time off from The Metropolitan 
Opera on Thanksgiving weekend of 
2011 to make a thrilling debut at 
Severance Hall.

On that occasion, Luisi shaped im-
pressive accounts of two Strauss 
tone poems and a Mozart concerto 

with pianist Jonathan Biss. On Thursday, he led a nuanced, characterful reading of 

with his frequent collaborator, pianist Hélène Grimaud. (For the Fridays @ 7 concert on 
-

nal program for his third concert on Saturday).

Luisi and the orchestra set the tone for Beethoven's “Emperor” Concerto with a grandly 

power and brilliance. The French-born pianist likes to be original in details of interpreta-
tion, and there were surprising accents, emphases and articulations in her Beethoven. Her 
touch can become steely when she digs in, but Grimaud is a soloist who catches and 
holds your attention with playing as arresting as it is accurate.

The slow movement — Adagio — was hushed, timeless and exquisite, and at its end, Gri-
Rondo lively with accents and 

catchy rhythms from pianist and orchestra alike. Her conversation with timpanist Paul 
Yancich toward the end was riveting in its intimacy. 

Mahler's eventful, childhood-inspired fourth symphony, with all of its turn-on-a-dime 
tempo changes and mood changes, showed what an easy rapport Fabio Luisi can establish 
with an ensemble in only a few rehearsals.



Marc Damoulakis's cheerful bells (Schellen) — often called sleighbells but which Mahler 
is said to have envisioned as the bells on a jester's cap (Schellenkappe) — announced the 

the symphony unfolded, and other sunny scenes clouded over or sudden disaster struck, 
Luisi and the orchestra were malleable putty in Mahler's hands.

quipping bassoons and glorious horns (a bold statement then a long diminuendo -
nale, a poem about heaven from Des Knaben Wunderhorn laden with the curiously dark 
imagery that seems to creep into German children's stories, was charmingly sung by so-
prano Maureen McKay, who managed to keep her clear voice shining out over the or-
chestra most of the time thanks to Luisi's sure control of dynamics.

again before the Mahler. It's probably too draconian to frisk patrons for cell phones at the 
doors, but perhaps when ushers hand out programs they might plant a gentle reminder to 
turn those devices off. Or implement the threat that the Merkin Concert Hall in New York 
posted over its bar: “If your phone rings during the concert, you will be required to go on 
stage and play the bassoon” (sorry, guys!)
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